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QUESTION: 1
Which of the Lotus Connections features require that you install the IBM
HTTP Server and Web server plug-ins?

A. Blogs andDogear
B. Dogear and Activities
C. Activities and Home page
D. Communities and Profiles

Answer: A

QUESTION: 2
For indexing to occur in your Lotus Connections clustered environment, the
Schedule Calendar must be installed on the nodes. The default scheduler
SIMPLE and CRON calendars are available in which system application?

A. CronManager.ear
B. IndexManager.war
C. J2EEInstaller.war
D. SchedulerCalendars.ear

Answer: D

QUESTION: 3
What is the default number of days that an Activity may be idle before the
Lotus Connections system automatically marks this item as complete and
moves it to the user's completed view?

A. 30
B. 45
C. 90
D. 120

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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It was brought to your attention that users had added some links to Web sites
that did not follow company policy. To remove links for Dogear in your Lotus
Connections environment, the LinkService command is utilized. Which of the
following are the two ways that you can utilize the LinkServicecommand?

A. Byfavicon or IP address
B. By Web address or file name
C. By UID or user e-mail address
D. By protocol or intranet name

Answer: C

QUESTION: 5
The notification system on your Lotus Connections environment has been
configured to use any available mail server. The following configuration entry
was utilized: dns:///xyzcorp.com Which of the following best describes what
this setting provides?

A. Mail will be relayed through servers found in the xyzcorp.com domain
B. Only notification mail destined for the xyzcorp.com will be delivered
C. Notifications will be sent using the administrator's e-mail to users only in
the xyzcorp.com domain
D. A lookup of MX records for the xyzcorp.com domain using the default DNS
server on the system on which Lotus Connections is running

Answer: D

QUESTION: 6
Yadiranoticed that the number of Activities being generated inside of Lotus
Connections was growing and performance was slowly decreasing because of
this. Which of the following is the best choice for improving performance?

A. Limit the number of users who can access Activities through LDAP groups
B. Limit the amount of times daily that the Activities clients check for updates
C. Decrease the number of Activities any single user can have active at one
time
D. Decrease the number of server threads concurrently dedicated to
downloading files from Activities to clients
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Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
Which of the following is the end result of adjusting the pageSize attribute in
the Home page configuration file from 50 to 500?

A. This will increase the number of widgets allowed on the Home page
B. This will increase the width of the columns on the Home page from 50 to
500 pixels
C. This will increase the number of entries that the indexing process transmits
across the network during the crawling operation
D. This will increase the length of the Home page from half default size to 5
times the default size to fit more widgets and other Home page content

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
When content is quarantined or flagged as inappropriate inside of the blog
feature in Lotus Connections, which of the following occurs by default?

A. An automatic notification is sent to blog owners to inform them about it
B. The administrator receives a notification that a blog has been taken offline
C. The blog is restricted from all but owner access until the content is approved
D. The person flagging the blog has the option to restrict from seeing that blog
in the future

Answer: A

QUESTION: 9
In which of the following locations do you configure Lotus Sametime presence
and awareness for Lotus Connections?

A. wimcfg.xml
B. profiles-config.xml
C. STpresence.properties
D. LotusConnections-config.xml
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Answer: B

QUESTION: 10
Andrew needs to increase performance by setting a value that allows the Java
heap to be contained within physical memory. When the heap size exceeds the
physical memory, the heap begins swapping to disk, causing Java performance
to drastically decrease. Which of the following should be increased to improve
this performance issue in Lotus Connections?

A. Verbose JNI Size
B. Initial Heap Size
C. Maximum Heap Size
D. Generic JVM Arguments

Answer: C

QUESTION: 11
Which of the following is the best solution given to improve Lotus
Connections performance on high-latency networks?

A. Adjust the expiry period on the cached file
B. Reduce the configured size of the Java heap files
C. Increase the number of allowed connections per feature
D. Remove features from the Lotus Connections installation

Answer: A

QUESTION: 12
An administrator can reset a user's password in case of a lost or compromised
HTTP password.In which of the following locations must this be changed?

A. In the Home page
B. In the LDAP directory
C. In the database store
D. In the local Virtual Member Manager
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